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We dedicate this book to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ for His infallible holy Word which gives us the Blessed Hope of His return that all students of Bible prophecy eagerly look forward to by watching for the warning signs that precede it. One of those warning signs is the rise of Big Brother.
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The men noted above have and are working tirelessly to expose the machinations of Big Brother. We must keep in mind that Big Brother and all of his minions lie, lie, and deceive 24-7, 365.25 days a year. Memorize this *apriori* truth made famous by Sir Walter Scott:

Oh what a tangled web we weave,
When first we practise to deceive! (Marmion, Canto vi. Stanza 17)

Big Brother and his minions lie, lie, and deceive, deceive deceive!
There is a **conspiracy of her prophets** in the midst thereof, like a roaring lion ravening the prey; they have **devoured souls**; they have **taken the treasure and precious things**; they have **made her many widows** in the midst thereof. Her priests have violated my law, and have profaned mine holy things: they have put no difference between the holy and profane, neither have they shewed difference between the unclean and the clean, and have hid their eyes from my sabbaths, and I am profaned among them. Her **princes** in the midst thereof are **like wolves ravening the prey, to shed blood, and to destroy souls, to get dishonest gain**. And her prophets have daubed them with untempered mortar, seeing vanity, and **divining lies unto them**, saying, “Thus saith the Lord God,” when the Lord hath not spoken. (Ezekiel 22:25-28, c. 570 B.C., emphasis added)

Conspiracies are as old as man himself. We are watching a massive conspiracy to create a **New World Order** in which the self-proclaimed “elite” are attempting to enslave all mankind. The “elite” are a fraud as YAHWEH has declared, “Men of low degree are only vanity, and men of rank are a lie” (Psalm 62.9).

This book and the remaining three volumes will eventually be banned by Big Brother. Remember this important truth concerning the banning of books:

“**When any government, or any church for that matter, undertakes to say to its subjects, ‘This you may not read, this you may not see, this you are forbidden to know,’ the end result is tyranny and oppression, no matter how holy the motives.”** (Robert Heinlein)
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NOTICE

There are numerous free advertisements in this book. They were included by the authors for the benefit of the reader. The ads do not mean the owners of the products endorse this book or approve of everything in it. It also does not mean the authors approve of or endorse everything on the web sites and in the books and DVDs of the advertisers. They are included because it is the authors’ opinion that the men whose websites and products are featured in this book believe that a gang of criminals is attempting to create a New World Order for the sole purpose of enslaving the peoples of the world and eventually exterminating most of us. Please, visit the web sites noted in this book and purchase some of the products advertized and then spread the word.
INVITATION

We urge and encourage everyone to read this book. You do not need to read it from cover to cover. Read the chapters and appendices that interest you and once you have read them you will be motivated to read the rest of the book.

This series of books is an encyclopedia of Big Brother. It clearly explains the goal of Big Brother to create his One World dictatorship – a world government, world economic system and a world church – and the technologies he is using to establish his tyranny. It also describes what you, the reader, can do to resist this Orwellian nightmare that is entangling us as a spider’s web. It also explains what you can do to escape it. Be sure to read the Afterword and the appendices, especially Appendix A.

This book gives you a head’s up as to what to expect in the coming years and what to do before, when and after Big Brother establishes his One World Tyranny.

Every technology depicted in this book is for real. You can verify each and every one of them. What we can verify today is what Big Brother had already developed 20 or more years ago in his secret labs.

Keep in mind the truth that Dr. Stan Monteith has said thousands of times to begin his radio programs:

Bringing you the news behind the news, the story behind the story, hoping to convince you that reality usually is scoffed at and illusion usually is king. But in the battle for survival of Western civilization it’s going to be reality and not illusion or delusion that will determine what the future will bring.

We offer a large dose of reality to counter the endless drugging of the American people with illusion and delusion by the presstitutes at ABC, CBS, CNN, FOX, MSNBC, NBC, and through Big Brother’s radio broadcasts, his newspapers and his magazines.
Keep in mind as you read this book the truth that Rod Serling spoke at the conclusion to the Twilight Zone episode entitled, “The Librarian”:

Any state, any entity, any ideology that fails to recognize the worth, the dignity, the rights of man that state is obsolete.

Comments are welcomed. If you have any comments about this book (positive or negative) please make them by email – bigbrotherment@yahoo.com

For more copies of this book and Books II, III and IV go to our website: www.freeworldfilmworks.com/bigbrother.htm or email us at – bigbrotherment@yahoo.com
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PREFACE

WHO IS BIG BROTHER?

It is important to know who Big Brother is. He is not one person, one corporation, one organization or one government. Big Brother is made up of myriad individuals, corporations, organizations, secret societies, bureaucrats, government agencies, governments and international organizations and unions.

Big Brother is a term that was coined by Eric Blair (a.k.a. George Orwell) in his book 1984. It referred to the government. Most people understand that Big Brother refers to government, but it goes beyond that. Today we know that virtually all the governments in the world are controlled by powerful families that have been controlling the major powers of the world for hundreds of years. These families control the most powerful corporations along with the most influential think-tanks, and semi-secret and secret organizations. Below is a very short list of some of the most powerful families and the corporations, organizations, foundations, think-tanks and secret societies they control:

**Families** – Rothschild, Rockefeller, Orange-Nassau, Li, Sassoon and the House of Wettin-Stuart-Tudor-Orange-Nassau-Hanover-Saxe-Coburg-Gotha-Windsor.


**Corporations** – ADM, Amazon, American Express, AOL, Apple, ARCO, AT&T, Bank of America, Bank of England, BP, Bechtel, Berkshire Hathaway, Carlyle Group, Chevron, Citigroup, City of London Corp., Clear Channel, Comcast, Coca Cola, Concordia BV, Cox, Dell, Disney, Dow Chemical, Dow Jones, DuPont, Exxon/Mobil, Federal Reserve Corp., Facebook, Fox, General Electric, Goldman

**Secret societies/shadow orgs** – Bilderberg Club, Bohemian Club, Club of Rome, Council on Foreign Relations, Freemasons, Illuminati Order, Royal Institute for International Affairs, Skull and Bones Society and the Trilateral Commission.

For a detailed list of who Big Brother is see Book 3, Chapter 24, “Big Brother.”

David Rothschild NWO kingpin

David Rockefeller NWO kingpin
INTRODUCTION

Big Brother is real and it is vitally important for everyone on Earth to understand this. The purpose of this book is to inform as many people in the world to the danger that Big Brother poses to our freedom, security and prosperity, and to show them how to oppose and stop him. The ultimate goal of Big Brother is exactly what O’Brien said to Winston Smith in Eric Blair’s expose of Big Brother:

If you want a picture of this future, imagine a boot stamping on a human face – forever. (Orwell, George, 1984, Book 3 Chapter 3, p. 220, emphasis mine)

For the average person it is most difficult to see signs of tyranny even though they are right in front of them in newspapers, magazines, books, movies, radio and television. This is why Eric Blair (a.k.a. George Orwell) said, “To see what is in front of one’s nose needs a constant struggle” (In Front of Your Nose, 1946).

Most Americans think the United States of America is the freest nation on Earth. They think America is the world’s defender of freedom, liberty, free enterprise and individuality. America was this until World War I. Since then it has slid down the mountain of freedom to abyss of tyranny. As of 2010 America is ranked as the 5th worst police state in the world behind North Korea, Red China, Belarus and Russia.

**America ranks as 5th worst police state**

The Electronic Police State rankings for 2010 have 17 criteria that were used to define an electronic police state:

1. **Daily documents**: How much is required day-to-day for residents to present state-issued identity documents or registration.
2. **Border issues**: What is demanded for a border entry.
3. **Financial tracking**: The state’s ability to search and record financial transactions.
4. **Gag orders**: The penalties for revealing to someone else the state is searching their records.
5. **Anti-crypto laws**: Bans on cryptography.
6. **Constitutional protections**: Either a lack of protections or someone overriding them.
7. **Data storage**: The state’s ability to record and keep what it uncovers.
8. **Data search**: The processes to search through data.
9. **ISP data retention**: The demand for ISPs to save customers’ records.
10. **Telephone data retention**: States’ requirements for communications companies to record and save records.
11. **Cell phone records**: The saving and using of cell phone users’ records.
12. **Medical records**: Demands from states that medical records retain information.
13. **Enforcement**: The state’s ability to use force (SWAT teams) to seize someone.
14. **Habeus corpus**: Either an absence of such rights or someone overriding them.
15. **Police-Intel barrier**: the absence of a barrier between police and intelligence organizations.
16. **Covert hacking**: State operatives meddling in data on private computers covertly.
17. **Loose warrants**: Warrants that are being issued without careful review of police claims by a truly independent judge.

The countries making up the top ten in the rankings are:


The next 41 worst police states are:

31. Poland 32. Sweden 33. Bulgaria 34. Taiwan 35. Czech Republic
41. Slovenia 42. Malta 43. Iceland 44. Latvia 45. South Africa
46. Argentina 47. Mexico 48. Thailand 49. Romania 50. Brazil
51. Philippines.
If all of the secret Big Brother technologies described in this book were taken into account by the above study America would be Number One far ahead of North Korea and Red China. In 2008 the USA was ranked Number 6. Eventually it will be Number 1. [Authors’ note: The rankings by the Cryptohippie website were taken down in 2011. They can be found on some other websites that copied the reports and reposted them. Yet the links to the original reports are still listed in the search engines.]

You may still not believe that your beloved country is one of the worst police states on Earth. If so read on. Remember this eternal truth:

*The prince that lacketh understanding is also a great oppressor.*

(Proverbs 28.16a)

According to the Bible the rulers of America (who are part of Big Brother) are great oppressors because they lack understanding. This is true of the Democrat and the Republican leaders.

**Big Brother is here**

There are dozens of signs that prove the United States has become a “Big Brother” police state. Here are just 20 of those signs:

1. A new bill being pushed by Senators John McCain and Joe Lieberman would allow the U.S. military to round up large numbers of Americans and detain them indefinitely without a trial if they “pose a threat” or if they have “potential intelligence value” or for any other reason the President of the United States “considers appropriate.”

2. Lawmakers in Washington D.C. working to create a new immigration bill have decided on a way to prevent employers from hiring illegal immigrants: a national biometric identification card all American workers would be required to obtain.

3. Barack Obama is backing a plan to create a national database to store the DNA of people who have been arrested but not necessarily convicted of a crime.

4. Just to get on an airplane, Americans will now have to go through new full-body scanners that reveal every detail of our exposed bodies to airport security officials.

5. If that was not bad enough, the Transportation Security Administration has announced that airport screeners will begin roving
through airports randomly taking chemical swabs from passengers and their bags to check for explosives.

6. Starting this upcoming December, some passengers on Canadian airlines flying to, from or even over the United States without ever landing there, will only be allowed to board their flights once the U.S. Department of Homeland Security has determined they are not terrorists.

7. Organic milk is a threat to the FDA which conducts military style raids on Amish farmers in Pennsylvania.

8. An NYPD officer has broken his silence confessing that innocent citizens are being set up and falsely arrested and ticketed in order to meet quotas.

9. A growing number of police departments across the U.S. are turning to mobile camera systems in order to fight motor vehicle theft and identify unregistered cars.

10. For decades, Arizona has been known as “the sunset state,” but lately many frustrated residents have started calling it “the surveillance state.”

11. Judges and police in Florida have been caught using “secret codes” on tickets in the state of Florida.

12. An extensive investigation has revealed that between 2003 and 2007, that state of Texas quietly gave hundreds of newborn baby blood samples to a U.S. Armed Forces laboratory for use in a forensics database.

13. A 6-year-old girl was recently handcuffed and sent to a mental facility after throwing temper tantrums at her elementary school.

14. A 12-year-old girl in New York was arrested and marched out of her school in handcuffs because she doodled on her desk.

15. In Florida, students have been arrested by police for things as simple as bringing a plastic butter knife to school, throwing an eraser, and drawing a picture of a gun.

16. When a mother on a flight to Denver spanked both of her children and cussed out a flight attendant who tried to intervene, she suddenly found herself handcuffed and headed for prison. She was charged with being a domestic terrorist under the Patriot Act.

17. A new global treaty will require U.S. Internet service providers to spy on what you do online. [They are doing that already.]

18. A leaked Obama administration memo has revealed plans for the federal government to seize more than 10 million acres of land from Montana to New Mexico.
19. Fifty-six percent of Americans questioned in a CNN/Opinion Research Corporation poll said that the U.S. government has become so large and powerful that it poses an immediate threat to the rights and freedoms of ordinary citizens.

20. A poll in 2010 found that 51 percent of Americans agree with this statement: “It is necessary to give up some civil liberties in order to make the country safe from terrorism.”

Here is a quote from the man who coined the term “Big Brother”:

Political language is designed to make lies sound truthful and murder respectable, and to give an appearance of solidity to pure wind. (Orwell, George, 1946, “Politics and the English Language,” collected in Shooting an Elephant, 1950, emphasis added)

Virtually all political parties and politicians lie, deceive, connive, conspire and do whatever it takes to stay in power. Most politicians are bought by billionaires and billion dollar corporations. They do what they are told and when they stop taking orders they are not re-elected or they die a mysterious death. Some obvious examples are Abraham Lincoln, James Garfield, William McKinley, Huey Long, John Kennedy and Robert Kennedy. Big Brother media and historians claim all of these men were killed by “lone nuts” but the truth is they were all assassinated because they did not take orders from Big Brother.

Patriots in every country also need to come out of their political party system and become independent. The way to stop the billionaires who buy and control the politicians in America is to come out of the two-party political system. Continual loyalty to one political party is what Big Brother wants. Democrats blame the Republicans for all the problems in America and vice-versa. Both parties are to be blamed and to be rejected. No true Christian patriot should support either party. We should support independent candidates and only vote for a Democrat, Republican or independent candidate who is a true patriot.

Who is a true patriot? Here are some things that a true patriot in America stands for and against:

1. Defend and support the Constitution and the Bill of Rights.
2. Defend the rights of all Americans (born or unborn).
3. Defend the rights of the States (Amendment 10).
4. Defend America’s sovereignty (its borders and independence).
5. Demand paper ballots for all elections that are counted in each polling place.
6. Demand changes in election financing to keep the rich from buying candidates and elections.
7. Demand constitutional currency according to Section 1, Article 8.
8. Oppose the Federal Reserve Corp. and seek to shut it down.
9. Oppose the illegal federal income tax and the fraudulent 16th Amendment.
10. Oppose wars of aggression by the military industrial complex.
11. Oppose the violation of the Constitution in the name of “national security.”

All Christian patriots and non-Christian patriots should oppose every politician that voted for the Patriot Act. That bill stripped the American people of numerous Constitutional rights. They should also demand that their congressman introduce a bill or co-sign a bill to repeal that un-Constitutional bill.

All patriots should oppose all politicians (federal or state) who vote in favor of any bill that takes away the right of the people as stated in the Constitution for more “security.” Those who sacrifice freedom for security get neither. Instead they get tyranny.

All patriots should demand that their state house representatives introduce a bill eliminating all voting machines and replace them with paper ballots. If a politician refuses to introduce a bill or be a co-signer they should be opposed.

All patriots should demand that their Congressman introduce a bill or co-sign a bill to eliminate the Federal Reserve Corporation’s illegal and un-Constitutional power to coin and regulate money, and return it to Congress according to the Constitution (Article 1, Sec. 8, par. 4).

All patriots should demand that their congressmen and senators oppose the illegal wars of aggression in Afghanistan and Iraq, and pull all American forces out immediately. For more about the illegal wars of aggression in Afghanistan, Iraq and now Libya read Book 4, Chapter 35, “The Phony Wars.”

Take heed to the eternal truth that Benjamin Franklin made famous:

They who can give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary safety, deserve neither liberty nor safety. (February 1775)

You are the Resistance!

The answer to 1984 is 1776!
Notes